Using Philatelic Resources for FDC Collecting
You, a FDC collector, is gifted a FDC by a friend. But the friend does not know exactly what stamp it is and does
not know who the cachetmaker is. You want to be able to ID the stamp issue, the cachetmaker and you want some
idea of the retail value of the gift. How do you proceed?

A. Identifying the stamp using Scott’s Specialized Catalog of US Stamps & Covers.
The following attributes must be considered to fully and properly identify the stamp: FDOI date, watermark,
printing method (flat plate vs. rotary press), perforation characteristics type of finished product (sheet stamp, coil,
booklet, or imperforate).
1. With few exceptions, commemorative stamps
typically do not have multiple attributes to be
concerned about, so the collector can use the
postmark date and flip through the US Postage section
to find the Scott number of the stamp.

2. For definitive stamps, identification can become a bit trickier. When a new definitive series is announced, the
catalog editors typically reserve a block of numbers but the USPS may not issue all of the new series at the same
time. This can result in stamp series that are not grouped together when some stamps of that series are issued
several years later. In this situation, two additional Scott Specialized Catalog features can be helpful.
a. The Subject Index of Regular, Commemorative
and Air Post Issues lists all topics depicted on US
stamps alphabetically and shows the corresponding
Scott number. However, those subjects, for example,
flags, flowers, Benjamin Franklin, that have had large

number of stamps issued will, of course, have a large
number of Scott numbers to search through. But

searching a large number is better than searching all!

b. For definitive stamps, the Identifier of Definitive
Issues, can be used to determine the Scott number for
those stamps that have multiple Scott numbers for a
given Illustration Number (used by Scott so that the

catalog need not repeat images for those different
Scott numbers that have the same image). This feature
is very useful when differentiating between similar
looking stamps with different watermarks, different

perfs or different type (sheet, coil, or booklet)—
additionally, these differences are seldom listed
chronologically.
Stamps of 1922-1932 (4th Bureau). Notice all of the
face similar “varieties” of the 1c Benjamin Franklin
stamp. Different printing methods, different size perfs,
different formats, different overprints.

Another, more modern example. Stamps of the Great American Series 1980-1999. Note range of Scott numbers
listed, 1852 to 2943

B. Identifying the Cachet
Let’s start with some definitions from the AFDCS’s New Members Handbook (First Days, 1995. New Members
Handbook. September One, 1995, removable insert.)
Cachetmaker = One who designs and/or produces cacheted envelopes. Cachets
may be identified by the artist’s name, brand name, or manufacturing firm.
Sponsor (cachet) = Individual or organization that has commissioned an
established cachetmaker to prepare a special design in addition to the regular for
a particular issue. The term is sometimes used interchangeably with
“cachetmaker”.
D.A.’s definition = Why a specific cachet was made and sent; I tend to be very
inclusive. In addition to the reasons stated in the above definitions, those items
sent with an identifiable insert, card or letter, I include as a separate cachetmaker.
Additionally, I include as separate and distinct, the various varieties sent by an
organization. For example, AFDCS has General Purpose cachets, Court of
Honor Series, Youth Scholarship Series, Cachetmaker Series (currently ID’d as
CEC/FM/AFDCS but others have done them in the past, for example, Lorraine
Bailey--LEB), Americover Show Cover, Volunteer Cover Series, etc.

1. Catalogs by/about a Cachetmaker
The most well-known if the Artcraft Catalog by Martin Severe. Others include the Fred Collins catalog by
Collins, the Pugh Cachets catalog, the KMC Venture catalog and the Dorothy Knapp catalog by Doug Weisz. Each
catalog can only be considered complete if the cachetmaker is no longer producing covers and all extant items
issued have been cataloged. These are most helpful if one collects by cachetmaker but have some usefulness even if
one collects by topic.
Artcraft Catalog by Martin Severe

Pugh Catalog by FIP Covers (Dave Fletcher)

KMC Venture catalog by Thomas O’Hagan

2. Catalogs by Scott Number/chronologically
a. 1901 – 1939
Dr. Earl Planty along with Mike Mellone published Planty’s Photo Encyclopedia of Cacheted FDCs in 1977. The
first edition covered the years 1923 through 1939. Mellone eventually obtained the rights and published various
editions through the late 1980s into approximately 2006. Mellone expanded the range to include 1901 to 1939 in 18
separate volumes—including the massive volume 17 that covers only Scott 855-the baseball issue. These were titled
Mellone’s Planty Photo Encyclopedia of Cacheted First Day Covers, Volume X xxxx to xxxx.

b. 1940s
For the next 3 decades, starting with the 1940s, Mellone published a set of per decade catalogs in 3 volumes.

c. 1950s
Same as 1940s. No photo.

d. 1960s
Same as 1940s.

e. 1970s and beyond
Just very recently, Chris Steenerson published a 2 volume catalog of the 1970s. But I have not hear any feedback on
how accurate and useful it is.
One publication that is useful and is the only (partial) catalog of post 1970s FDCs is Mellone’s First Day Cover
Photo Encyclopedia of First Cachets Revealed 1923-2005. This catalog only shows “firsts” of a given cachetmaker
and does show every cachet done for a given Scott number (stamp issue). There are 3 versions of this reference:
Ready Reference Edition, Professional Reference Edition and the per decade version. Same information in each of
the reference books but the photos 4 across, 3 across and 2 across respectively.

The FCR Index by cachetmaker allows the user to easily find the first cachet of any listed cachetmaker.

A collector can identify any cover that happens to be listed in any of the Planty or Mellone Catalogs.

D. AFDCS Cachetmaker Directory
Another place to look if unable to find your cover in a Mellone catalog is the various Directories put out by
AFDCS. The latest Directory is always on the AFDCS website for all—member or not.
https://afdcs.org/resources/CM_Directory_202202.pdf
Earlier Directory from 1997

The earliest known AFDCS Directory is from 1976. These Directories are convenient for identifying lesser known
or non-commercial cachet lines. Doug Henkle has published all known Cachetmaker Directories on his website at:
https://www.folklib.net/fdc/makers/dcc-bibliog.shtml#Mellone1980
E. Specialty Catalogs
Some collectors have published Scott number specific catalogs of cachets done for a given stamp issue. The
most famous is the C76 catalog started by Monte Eiserman and updated by David Zubatsky and Bill Pry. Other
catalogs are the Lindbergh 1710 catalog by Hal Ansik, the Einstein catalog by Al Raddi and Severe’s Artcraft catalog
(shown earlier) which shows the known Artcraft “varieties.”

F. Odds and Ends
1. Promotional covers – often can only be identified if the insert card or letter is retained with the cover.
2. ID by the sender or recipient of distinctive handwriting. For example, check Jerry Katz’s website about
cachetmaker Henry Hammelman: https://henryhammelman.wordpress.com/. Classic FDCs to/from Roessler or
Edw. Worden are other examples.

G. Online James McCusker’s website is searchable by Scott number or cachetmaker.
http://www.jamesmccusker.com/shopping/

Ebay and Hipstamp can also be searched by Scott number, however, caveat emptor!
Also, David Lirette’s website can be searched to try and ID an unknown cachet you have:
http://www.usfdc.com/index.php?route=common/home

C. Determine Value
1. Scott US FDC Catalog

2. Scott Specialized FDC Section

3. Latest editions of the Planty/Mellone catalogs.

4. Online resources: McCusker, Ebay, Hipstamp.
5. Dealers at a stamp show.

Any Questions?

